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Subject Progress Plan 
 
Subject: German  Year:   8  Term:  3 Topic:  Familie und Freunde! 

  

Pupil flightpath Mastery Steps 
GCSE 
target 

KS2 start 
point 

Knowledge of Vocabulary Language skills and applications 

 
8/9 

 
 

 
117-120 

 Excellent knowledge of topic vocabulary 

 Able to recall all key vocabulary and reuse with accurate spelling 

 Able to apply vocabulary across topics 

 Uses initiative to research new vocabulary 

 Can use mein and dein accurately and can use correctly in the nominative and 
accusative forms 

 Can use plural adjectives accurately 

 Can accurately use a range of adjectives to describe someone 

 Can use intensifiers 

 Can use the plural forms of nouns  

 Can understand longer passages and deploy strategies for working out new 
words 

 Can successfully use a dictionary 

 Can respond to questions using simple sentences with confidence and can 
spontaneously ask questions 

 Has a keen interest in German culture – Fairy tales and Das Wunder von Bern 
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102-116 

 Excellent knowledge of topic vocabulary 

 Able to recall almost all key vocabulary and reuse with accurate spelling 

 Uses initiative to research new vocabulary 

 Can use mein and dein accurately and understands the difference between the 

nominative and accusative forms 

 Can use plural adjectives accurately 

 Can use a range of adjectives to describe someone 

 Can use intensifiers 

 Can use the plural forms of nouns 

 Can understand longer passages and deploy strategies for working out new 
words 

 Can respond to questions on the topic using simple sentences and ask questions 

 Has a good understanding of German culture – Fairy tales and Das Wunder von 
Bern 
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85-101 

 Sound knowledge of topic vocabulary 

 Able to recall most key vocabulary from memory 

 Can use mein and dein appropriately 

 Can use plural adjectives with support 

 Can use basic adjectives accurately to describe someone 

 Can use the plural forms of nouns with support 

 Can understand short phrases and cognates in a longer passage 

 Can respond to basic questions using simple sentences with some hesitancy 

 Has an understanding of German culture – Fairy tales and Das Wunder von Bern 

 
2/3 

 
80-84 

 Limited knowledge of topic vocabulary 

 Able to recall basic vocabulary from memory 

 Can understand the difference between mein and dein 

 Can recognize plural adjectives 

 Can use some basic adjectives to describe someone 

 Can recognize the plural forms of nouns 

 Can understand short phrases in a longer passage 

 Can respond to basic questions using simple words 

 Has some understanding of German culture – Fairy tales and Das Wunder von 
Bern 

 


